
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of knowledge management specialist. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for knowledge management specialist

Maintain, develop and identify Knowledge Management practices
We have close ties with our Advanced Analytics Group, a Center of
Excellence housing analytical experts who directly support case teams
At least 1 year of working experience in Financial Services, preferably in a
service oriented role
Experience in leading or coordinating projects
Understand the various knowledge repositories available (Service
Catalog/Common Help Desk, Confluence, SharePoint, ) and which method is
best suited for various content types
Lead the effort to develop an appropriate taxonomy structure for the
Enhanced Service Management (Common Help Desk) knowledge-base, to
ensure ease of use and access to content meaningful reporting on content
effectiveness
Own, investigate and troubleshoot complex issues in the Eagle suite,
specifically with our data management product
Mentor Knowledge Analyst resources on complex investigations, technical
troubleshooting, and customer service best practices
Assist Manager of Client Operations in managing Eagle’s Model Office
environment
The role is global in nature reflecting the coverage of Indirect Spend

Example of Knowledge Management Specialist Job
Description
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Ability to craft information messages in various media formats (press
releases, websites, video, ) targeting a variety of audiences
Good understanding of M&A, Corporate Development, Corporate
Transaction or Finance, as corporate functions Corporate Finance specific
vocabulary and abbreviations
University degree with demonstrated high academic achievement, ideally
with a major in organization design or HR or talent management
2-4 years of general knowledge/content management and/or research
experience (e.g., within a professional services firm, academia, government,
etc) with a focus on people and organization topics
Good understanding of People and Organization function including basic
knowledge of concepts, vocabulary and frameworks in Organizational design,
HR, Change management, Behavior and Culture, Leadership and Talent
Must possess a Bachelor’s Degree in Knowledge Mis accredited by a national
or regional accrediting agency recognized by the U.S. Department of
Education


